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The Create Translation Project wizard has three steps to select content, configure translation options, 
and confirm request with the option to save the project or start the translation workflow.  

Page Selection 

The first page if the wizard is where you select all the pages, assets and other AEM items you wish to 
translate. Any tags, asset metadata, images and content fragments can be manually chosen from this 
page, or they will be automatically chosen based upon the settings in the AEM Translation Integration 
configuration set by your AEM administrator. 
 

1. Click Create to open the Create Project Wizard 

  

2. Navigate pages and/or assets from the AEM repository.  
3. Click the item you wish to translate, it will highlight blue with a tick. You can select multiple 

items under the same node path. 
4. Once selected, click the Add button. Pages are shown in the bottom left of the page. From 

here you can choose to remove any items added. 
5. You can select more items from another node path and click Add 
6. Select Include child pages to add all sub-nodes under the item you have chosen. When 

selecting this option, a warning message is displayed to warn the user excess server load with 
large projects. When using Include child pages, be mindful of the number of pages added and 
the number of target languages you intend to create. Large projects can have an adverse 
effect on the AEM server performance. 

 
Important note: selecting this will automatically include child pages for all items selected. If 
previous selections are affected by this change, the items in the bottom left of the page are 
highlighted in green/red as they are updated. For example, selecting Arctic Surfing page on its 
own, then changing the option to Include child pages, and adding the root Experience page – 
Arctic page is highlighted red and removed, while Experience page is highlighted green and 
update with its sub-pages. 
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7. Click Next to move to the next page of the wizard. The Next button with be greyed out if items 
have not been selected for translation. 

Configure Translation 

The next page is where you set the translation project requirements. These options come from both 
the AEM platform and the SDL platform, the SDL options will vary depending on how your SDL system 
is setup. 

 

Basic Settings 

1. Add a project Name. This is a required field and is limited to 50 characters. The information 
icon highlights certain special characters that are not supported for project names.  

2. Add an optional Description for the project, to provide any further details to the translation 
teams. This field is optional and limited to 255 characters 

 
Note: If you exceed the character limit, or use incorrect characters in either of these fields, an 
error message is shown at the bottom of the screen when you try to move to the next page. 
 
3. Select Automatically approve translations to skip the approval stage in AEM when translated 

items are returned from SDL.  
Note: Users should be aware that when selecting this option, projects will move automatically 
through the AEM workflow to Complete stage. Depending on the size of the project and the 
speed of the AEM server this could happen very quickly and the project will disappear from 
the Translation Project Overview screen. Selecting the show complete projects toggle will 
confirm the project has completed successfully.  

4. Select Automatically promote translation launches and Delete launch after promotion to set 
how AEM manages language launches after translation is completed. 

 

Advanced Settings 

1. Select the Cloud configuration. This is a required field, and may have one or more options 
depending on your AEM and SDL setup. If there is only one configuration, the field is set by 
default and no action is required. AEM Configurations map to SDL Project Options and can be 
used for creating different business rules or translation workflow options for your projects. 
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2. Set a Due date for the project. This is a required field, and is set to today’s date by default. 
3. Choose a Source language. This is defined by the Cloud Configuration chosen and is directly 

mapped to the languages supported in the SDL project option template. Only one source 
language can be chosen per project. 

4. Choose one or more Target languages. These are defined by the Cloud Configuration chosen 
and are directly mapped to the languages supported in the SDL project option template. You 
can choose as many target languages as are available. Click the “x” next to a language to 
remove. 

5. Select the Translated content location to define how AEM creates or updates the language 
copy or overwrites the language master. 

6. Click Next to move to the next page of the wizard. The Next button with be greyed out if any 
required fields have not been set correctly. 

Confirmation Screen 

The confirmation screen gives the user a view of all the projects details entered and items paths for 
translation. 

 

1. User can navigate back to previous screens to make adjustments to the project including 
items chosen for translation and projects settings. 

2. Select Save to save the translation project. This option allows the user to start and send the 
project to SDL at a later time.  
Note: after saving, the project details cannot be updated 

3. Select Start to begin the AEM workflow, project creation and transfer of the project to SDL. 
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Custom User Settings 

On the Translation Projects Overview page, there is a settings (wheel icon) in the top right of the 
screen, that allows a user to set options for automating some of the choices in the create project 
wizard. 

 

1. When configured by your AEM administrator, Prefix project title will auto-prefix the Project 
Name in the configure translation page of the wizard. User can then add further project name 
details. This is used to aid customers with business process and reporting. 

2. If the SDL Project Option template contains additional project attribute fields, turning on 
Custom parameters will display additional fields in the Basic Settings are of the configure 
translation page of the wizard. The custom option supports input fields (limited to 50 
characters), picklists and selection buttons as shown below. Each parameter has an 
information icon, displaying the details set in the SDL attribute for users to understand the 
required field. This is used to aid business reporting and automation settings on the SDL 
workflow. 

 

3. When configured by your AEM administrator, Preselect cloud configuration will automatically 
set the cloud configuration in the Advanced settings of the configure translation page. This is 
done by setting the respective AEM cloud configuration in the site structure. This is used to 
aid customers with accuracy in business process and reporting and save time for the end user. 
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4. Preselect target languages based on the configuration page property will auto-select all 
target languages available on the cloud configuration. This set of languages is derived from 
those supported by the SDL Project Option template. This is used to aid customers with 
accuracy in business process and save time for the end user. 

5. Preselect target languages based on the previous setting will auto-select target languages 
based on the previous project created by the user. This is set for each individual user based 
on their previous choices made and will be reset each time the user’s web browser cache is 
cleared. This is used to save time for the end user. 
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The SDL Connector provides the AEM user with options to approve, manage and review translation 
projects as they move through the translation process. 

Translation Project Overview 

The Translation Overview page shows a list of all translation projects in the system. The table displays 
the project title, description, project status, who created the project (AEM user account), project due 
date, source and target languages, translation project cost and total source word count. Actions that 
can be performed on the project are shown dynamically depending on its status in the translation 
workflow. 
 

1. The AEM icon will return the user to the AEM Navigation screen 
2. The wheel icon will open the SDL Connector custom settings 
3. The Create button opens the Create Project wizard 

 

1. Click the Refresh button (two arrows) on the right to refresh the status of projects at any time. 
2. The blue toggle button displays active and inactive (completed and cancelled) projects. 
3. The table columns are sortable by clicking the table heading. 
4. The status picklist sorts the projects by status. 
5. The search box is an open text search, filtering the projects list. The text searches the Title, 

Description and Created by fields. 
6. Search and status filter can be used together to drill down into the projects list. 
7. Click the “x” on the left to reset the search and status filters. 
8. The Cost and Word count shown are the totals for the project. 
9. The Created by field is the user logged into AEM. 

 
Depending on the status of a project, user actions appear to the right of the project row. 

1. Click the Start (arrow) icon to start a saved project. 
2. Click the Delete (bin) icon to delete a saved project. A warning notice pops up to confirm 

deletion. 
3. Click the tick icon to Approve a translation project when at For Approval status. 
4. Click the cross icon to Cancel a translation project when at For Approval status. 
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Translation Project Detail  

The translation project detail page shows the details of each project. Depending on the status of the 
project, action buttons appear at the top right of the page to action the entire project, or in the 
language table to action individual language jobs. 

 

 

1. Click the anywhere on the project row from the Translation Project overview page to open 
the translation project detail screen. 

2. View the project details entered in the create project wizard as a reminder of the settings 
chosen. 

3. An icon to show if the project is running and has started the translation workflow. 
4. The Cost Word count and Total number of files shown are the totals for the project. 

 
The language table shows the breakdown of information by language. 

1. The status of each file is displayed  
2. The total number of files per language is displayed 
3. A progress bar showing the progress of the translation project 
4. Click the arrow icon next to a language to show the list of files included. 
5. The file path to the AEM JCR repository is displayed 

 
Action buttons display at the top right of the page depending on the status of the project. 

1. Click the Refresh icon to refresh the project, language and files status 
2. Start or Delete a project in the draft status. 
3. Approve or Cancel a project in the For Approval status 

 
Action icons display against each language row depending on the status of the project 

1. The user can export the translation project files 
2. The users gets some information about the project if it was created using AEM project flow, 

or is affected by AEM Smart Translations process. 
3. At the Ready for Review stage, the user can Accept or Reject the translations by language. 
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SDL (LSE:SDL) is the global innovator in language translation technology, services and 

content management. With more than 25 years of experience, SDL delivers transformative 

business results by enabling powerfully nuanced digital experiences with customers around 

the world. Find out more at sdl.com 
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